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Abstract
y other countries, are anxious to exploit the potential of 
-based website among part-time postgraduate students who are also school teachers in 
collaborative story writing. This research focuses on the collaborative aspects of story writing that investigates the studen
interaction with the wiki based site. Data was collected and analyzed by means of qualitative methods. The results suggested 
that teachers found that through a fun activity of collaborative story writing using wiki, it could potentially enhance the
teaching and learning process of writing for students, while integrating ICT in teaching.
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1. Introduction
Students from around the world have been found to effectively take on the collaborative writing experience
via wiki. The collaborative processes have found to enhance their skills at writing and also added interest in
doing so. With the promising potential seen from researches done within the collaborative writing on wiki scope,
-site called Wetpaint when they 
were given a chance at collaborating using the website. This research also explored the potential the site had on
encouraging collaborative writing.
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2.  Collaborative writing via wiki 
 
Education is moving forward by taking the traditional classroom practices online, from discussions in forums 
to virtual classrooms where students are able to engage constantly with each other at any time of the day, outside 
the four walls of the classroom. E-learning platforms and virtual blackboards are of mass use in schools and 
institutions around the world. Taking face to face collaborative writing to online collaborative writing is just 
another item onto the list. Franco [3], Mak and Coniam [4] and Lin [2] have shown through their studies that wiki 
is the new collaborative writing platform that has proven to be effective within the language learning context.  
study [2] of the use of wiki in the writing classroom of college EFL learners indicated that 
collaborative writing serves to improve writing ability, foster contribution to peers and raise awareness of the 
forms and functions of English. Another further significant finding from his study was that lower-lever students 
can be empowered to learn and contribute even more through wikis. Franco [3] in his paper looked at the use of a 
wiki and its peer-
research looked at the production and the interaction among the students of an EFL (English as a Foreign 
Language) course within a private wiki site that was designed to cater to the needs of the students that were 
mostly an active user of the Internet itself. Franco found that more than half of the students would rather write 
using a wiki than writing on paper. After looking at how wikis function in terms of editing and revision, Mak and 
 
draft 
an opportunity to produce something that is of use in the real world with audience, the paper discusses the place 
of authentic writing, situated within the domains of creativity and task-
programme. The researchers found that the length of words written by the students increased over phases and that 
the students did more than just adding up sentences to their wiki-site per visit. 
Wiki seem to shine as a collaborative writing platform that not only attracts the users with its technological 
and interactive nature but also through the ability to provide space for peer editing and co-working environment 
which later helps in enhancing the language learning and writing process. 
 
3.  Methodology 
 
3.1 Participants 
 
The participants of this study were 15 TESL postgraduate students (teachers) of UTM (Universiti Teknologi 
Malaysia) which enrolled for the CALL (Computer Assisted Language Learning) course. At this stage, the 
participants are required to acquire the skills of utilizing the computer and the internet into their classroom 
pedagogy. 
 
3.2 Research Environment (Wetpaintcentral.com) 
 
In this paper, the use of wiki-based website called Wetpaint (http://www.wetpaint.com) had been selected to be 
utilized by the students throughout this research study. For this particular study, the main function of the wiki that 
provides users with the basic text function that can also be found in document software such as Microsoft Word. 
Users are able to chose the desired font and font size, font color, justify the text written, add in bullets, margins, 
and do a spell check. Unlike the Microsoft Word, a wiki like Wetpaint allows users to interact via their forum 
in English with a technology friendly design.  
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Fig. 1. (a) Wetpaintcentral interface 
3.3 Procedures 
The research instrument consists of reflective journal entries written within Wetpaintcentral. The participants 
were required to write up a reflective journal that consists up to 120 words on a weekly basis for five weeks, 
throughout the whole collaborative story writing project. The reflective journals were written directly within the 
wiki-
difficulties and opportunities that were faced and presented from the use of wiki in collaborating in a writing 
project. These reflective journals showed their personal attitude towards the idea of using wiki as a tool for 
collaborative writing in future group assignments. 
 
4.  Findings and discussions 
  
The analysis of findings from the journal entry scripts have led to three major themes that help suggest the 
effectiveness of implementing an online platform such as wiki into the collaborative writing task. Themes are 
categorized to highlight potential of wiki usage in collaboration through 1) Introduction to collaborative writing 
via wiki (Wetpaintcentral.com), 2) Bringing wiki into practice and finally 3) Writing and editing with 
Wetpaintcentral. 
 
4.1 Introduction to collaborative writing via wiki (Wetpaintcentral.com) 
 
In the beginning of introduction of the use of wiki for collaborative writing, participants have anticipated 
difficulties in toggling the website but later found that it was easier than they had assumed.  Many had 
highlighted that this new experience attracted them to further indulge in the collaborative activity in weeks ahead. 
Below are some of their original extracts taken from the journal entries: 
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difficult. However, my perception changed the moment i started to use it. Personally, i think it 
 
community. I think using wetpaint site would be helpful. By collaborative writing we could 
 
 
The students showed interest in being exposed to the usage of wiki for collaborative writing. Though it took 
them some time to adap
the tools and utilize the discussion box by the end of the week. This can also be from the fact that these students 
are voluntarily in the CALL course and are quite technology proficient.  
 
4.2 Bringing wiki into practice 
  
Participants of this study are mainly of studying teachers of respective schools around state and their hands-
on experience collaborating via wiki with peers have made them realize the potential of wiki with their own 
students. They seem enthusiastic about sharing their experience with their own class and inserting it in their 
lessons at school.  
 
experience for me. In my opinion, wetpaint would allow students to work as a team 
cooperatively. I was interested to know how it could be implemented and benefit my 
 
 
wever this tool can 
be used for students in front classes only. As student from back classes they don t really care 
 
introduced to school level so that they too can enjoy writing, a component where many 
 
if the resources (such as computer and Internet) are available. Besides having language related 
outcomes, students can also learn ICT skills, nurture cooperation and creativity that will be 
invaluable and helpful in their future undertakings. On top of that, wetpaint turns essay writing 
 
 other words it cause the students be creative and knowledgeable about the Language 
 
 
  
The notion of bringing wiki into the classroom in replacement of face to face group work is an 
attractive idea especially to part-time postgraduate students who are juggling the life of a teacher and 
student. They have the advantage to not only learn about an online tool, but also experience first hand 
what online collaboration is and at the same time compare this experience with their former thoughts on 
collaborative writing tasks. Wetpaintcentral exposed them to many posibilities that might aid a writing 
class and this had encouraged them to test this new found knowledge with their own students and 
colleagues. 
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4.3 Writing and editing with Wetpaintcentral 
  
During the 5 week task, participants were to collaborate on a story by using only the wiki site subscribed 
(Wetpaintcentral.com) and no other tool is allowed. The participants have been encouraged to utilize the wiki at 
its fullest and comment personally on the writing experience. There were both positive and discouraging findings 
on using wiki to collaborate effectively. 
 
collaborative writing and I can easily go through and edit their story, delete the parts I would 
 and let my  
it?... Apart from that, it also has spell-  
ction of a masterpiece combining different ideas and writing styles is 
 
s the responsible 
for each part, but here we are writing all together. and in this way I can make use of my 
friends' ideas in creating a story and in proceeding .The most interesting part is the possibility 
to edit our friend's pieces. Beacause maybe there are some grammatical mistakes or sometimes 
some words are used wrongly, so we can edit each other. Since we have different backgrounds 
and knowledge in english, so it is very helpful and we can improve ourselves in this way and 
learn new things. In fact we teach each other!...  
 
The participants had also pointed out common problems when editing and writing in 
Wetpaintcentral that had interfered with the collaborative process.  Aside from technological problem 
such as slow internet connection that resulted in crashing of the website, Wetpaintcentral have shown to 
have certain flaws that hinders an effective collaboration. 
 
faces such problem. believe it that I had to write again. But this time to prevent any problem 
 
it mean that when one started to write the other's was deleted.  
 
would be a lot of fun if I could also design the template or background colour of the 
 
 
Online collaborative writing comes with its disadvantages from the wiki that is utilised for the task. Though 
there is an important need to have a wiki that is tweaked to accommodate collaborators, it has shown various 
potential in highten interest, participation and peer editing.  
 
5. Implications of the study 
  
Yong [5] concludes that collaborative writing is complex among ESL learners. The collaborative writing 
process must constitute a comfortable and safe environment for learners to function cohesively as a group. 
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Idealistically, there is a possibility that an online writing collaboration may lessen the complexity of face to face 
collaboration among ESL learners as it already shows potential in areas of enhancing the writing skills among 
learners. Learners may be more forward in their group participation even with a domineering member and that 
can then lead to possible equality of author role in the writing and enhance the collaborative experience. Teachers 
at this point can better execute their role as facilitators and encourage students to take charge of their learning 
processes. A small activity behind the four corners of a computer screen can later spread through the web around 
the world and reach other collaborators with useful and interesting contributions.  
 
6.  Conclusion 
  
Wikis can create a classroom beyond school compounds and encourage all types of collaboration and peer 
evaluation. Its diverse functions and availability on the internet makes it a good choice for taking classroom 
collaborative writing online. Wiki offers the opportunity to learn and teach at the same occurrence and this 
creates an effective platform to enhance writing skills among learners which is self motivated through the 
interactive interface that wiki has compared to paper and pens.  
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